
General order#1 

In true cootie fashion 

1. The insignificance of the office of Grand seam squirrel is totally and completely lost on me. If 

Lazy and incompetent will be used to describe me then I will have failed miserably. 

2. Having never been instructed in the secret work of the order, you will never be required to 

speak passwords and signs of the order. 

3. Discard all collar bugs and Cootie Coins. They will NEVER be needed. 

4. When avoiding scratches, may your pockets be as void of 25 sous coins as they were on pay day. 

With the hospital fund never in need of replenishment , fear not the wrath of the Provost 

Marshal. 

5. Cooties who “think” and “like” shall always be shunned at the scratches for those who fail to 

speak those words shall deplete the hospital fund by 25 sous. For a cootie either knows or does 

not know and it a well known fact that cooties do not like anything. 

6. Were as the Military order of the Cootie is a secret and mysterious organization with it's own 

language which civilian Shysters find incomprehensible and where as Minutes of our scratches 

are legal documents, the Hungry Cootie is hereby authorized to translate such documents into 

plain English. 

7. The next even of no consequence will be the Bug Swarm Friday August 23rd and Saturday August 

24th.  Location is VFW Veterans Village, 13005 NE 135th Street, Ft. McCoy, FL 32134.  

Hotel reservations can be made at the Holiday Inn Express & Suites, 5360 E. Silver Springs Blvd, 

Silver Springs, FL 33488.  Special Rate for MOC/MOCA is $90 + taxes.  Must tell the Hotel to book 

under Military Order of the Cootie for reduced rate.  Hotel phone # 352-304-6111, Fax # 352-

304-6112 

8. Avoid, at all costs, Grand scratches for they shall be as dull and boring as paint drying or grass 

growing. 

9. In a manner comprehensible to civilian Shysters: 

a. There is a pending change to the Grand policy requiring every Pup Tent be represented 

at Grand Scratches. When the final wording of the the change is reconciled with the 

minutes of the scratch, the new policy will be distributed. 

 

In LOTCS 

Al Pristera 

Grand Seam Squirrel 


